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WA L K O N W H I T E : T H E
D Y N A M I C R E L AT I O N S H I P
BETWEEN ART AND
INDUSTRY
Another Dimension of Art and Industry
Kertiles Collaboration with artist Antuan Rodriguez
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antuan
ARTIST ANTUAN
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“New ideas don’t occur
i n a v a c u u m . Th e y n e e d
a space of cultivation
and development, and
Antuan Lab is precisely
the place for that.”

Why is this important to Kertiles?

-- Fernando Jimenez, Kertiles CEO

experimentation.
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I T ’ S A L L A B O U T AT M O S P H E R E
Aria on the bay in Miami, FL
There’s no better place to see Miami than in front of a skyline. The Aria on the Bay is located at just the right
spot and opens up with panoramic floor-to-ceiling windows of stunning city views, and it’s already under
construction. The high-rise condominium, designed by Arquitectonica who is handling the architecture, interior design and landscape, is being developed in Miami’s Arts & Entertainment District, at 1770 North Bay
Shore Drive, Miami, Florida, U.S.A. It overlooks popular city landmarks like Margaret Pace Park and Biscayne
Bay. The 52-story building will have over 648 units ranging from 813 to 2,365 square feet of residential and
commercial spaces, a private Resort with sunrise/sunset pools, a theater, a gym and more.
PROJECT NAME
ARIA ON THE BAY
DEVELOPER
MELO

TILES USED
PEARL RIVER 32X32
MIDTOWN LIGHT 12X24
LIMESTONE BIANCO MATTE 12X24

PROJECT LOCATION
DOWNTOWN MIAMI, FL
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BOUTIQUE BY
DESIGN, BIG
IN IDEA
Cassa Brickell

Cassa Brickell is being developed at 201 Southwest 17th Road in the southwest part of Miami’s
Brickell neighborhood.
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The 81-unit building started as a vision of
“ModernLiving4All.” This vision inspired
an award-winning architect Carlos Ponce
de León to create a unique, iconic structure--a 10-story building with 21 different
layouts and 80 residences. Its location in
the Brickell area is ideal, one of Miami’s
most prestigious neighborhoods and
home to a community of contemporary
city-dwellers.
The development offers expansive,
overlapping terraces, structured to create
privacy and comfort--a place to enjoy on
your own, or to share with others. These
are apartments designed to have nearly
the same space in the terrace as they do
inside. Moreover, Cassa Brickell’s one-ofa-kind rooftop, featuring a garden on the
sun deck specially designed by indoor
and outdoor landscape specialist Le
Petite Fleur, is perfect for hosting special
events. The units are furnished with Italian
cabinetry, granite countertops, stainless
steel Bosch appliances, in-unit washer
and dryer
, and bathrooms finished with porcelain
tile. The building’s rooftop features an
amenity-filled sundeck and hanging garden, overlooking the beauty of Brickell’s
horizon. It’s a sensational project, bound
to become one of Miami’s most popular
residences.
PROJECT NAME
CASSA BRICKELL
DEVELOPER
TSG PARAGON DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT LOCATION
MIAMI, FL
TILES USED
WHITE JADE 24X24
PEARL RIVER 24X24
MERCADO GRIGIO 24X24
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MAGNIFICENT
VIEWS
ACROSS AZURE
WATERS
Bay House at East Edgewater in
Miami, FL
The Bay House at East Edgewater is offers
a magnificent view across the azure
waters of Biscayne Bay, the gorgeous isles
of Miami Beach and Key Biscayne, and the
vibrant city lights of Downtown, Midtown
and the Miami Design district. It’s a project
at the heart of Miami, and with Miami at
the heart. Part of the most sought-after
new neighborhood, with parks, galleries,
restaurants and boutiques just steps
away. East Edgewater is a hub of culture
and a place for the trendsetters in Miami’s
of lifestyle.
Just as important, the Bay House at
East Edgewater offers style without
sacrificing the comfort of creating a sense
of home. It features grand, expansive
floorplans, floor-to-ceiling windows with
beautiful panoramic bay views, private
and semiprivate elevators, deep patios,
a 20,000 sq.ft. Resort Deck, and fully
amenitized common areas.
PROJECT NAME
BAY HOUSE
DEVELOPER
MELO
PROJECT LOCATION
MIAMI, FL
TILES USED
PEARL RIVER 32X32 / 24X24
NAPA ALMOND 24X24
MARCO LIGHT 24X48
MERCADO CREMA 12X24
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BRITISH
GLAMOUR
MEETS
BRICKELL
CHIC
The Bond on Brickell
Brickell isn’t just the Financial District of
Miami, it’s a connection to the glamour of
city-life, and a perfect spot for residents
seeking beautiful views of Biscayne
Bay and the city’s magical skyline. The
Bond on Brickell resides on that perfect
spot. The project, a luxury residential
tower with 328 condo residences, offers
British elegance and modern amenities
for one to three bedroom condos, loft,
and duplex floor plans. The building was
designed by Nichols Brosch Wurst Wolfe &
Associates, with interior design by Loguer,
a photography collection by Terry O’Neill,
and art by Tatiana Blanco.
The Bond at Brickell offers an exceptional
lifestyle to its residents. With curated floor
plans and floor-to-ceiling glass walls,
you won’t miss the stunning views. The
amenities are marvelous-- a pool area with
lush landscaping and a waterfall, a zeroedge lap pool and cabanas, an outdoor
fireplace, a resident lounge, a screening
room, and more.
PROJECT NAME
THE BOND ON BRICKELL
DEVELOPER
RILEA GROUP
PROJECT LOCATION
MIAMI, FL
TILES USED
BRENTWOOD GREY 12X48 / 12X24
BRENTWOOD NOCE 12X48
ALPINE WHITE 24X24
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ONE CITY,
TWO VIEWS
The Mint at Riverfront in Miami, FL
The Mint at Riverfront sits between the
The IVY and Wind on the Miami River,
offering beautiful views of both the river
and Brickell Avenue. The condominium
opened in 2010 with a total of 602 units
on 56 stories, featuring 1 to 3 bedrooms
apartments with sizes ranging from 818 to
1,834 square feet. The gated community
has 24-hour security, a tennis court, a hair
salon, a childcare center, Zen gardens,
picnic areas, and access to the River Club, a
Day-and-Evening social spot with a lounge
and restaurant. The Mint’s proximity to
Mary Brickell Village,the Metrorail and
Metromover, and Miami Beach, gives
this luxurious spot the added touch of
convenience, and the perfect connection
to the city.
PROJECT NAME
THE MINT AT RIVERFRONT
DEVELOPER
KEY INTERNATIONAL
PROJECT LOCATION
DOWNTOWN MIAMI, FL
TILES USED
BLACK GRANITE COUNTERTOPS
MARCO 12X12 / 12X24
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THE AER
EXPERIENCE:
U N PA R A L L E L E D
AER in St. Petersburg, FL
PROJECT NAME
AER
DEVELOPER
AMERICAN LAND VENTURES
PROJECT LOCATION
ST. PETERSBURG, FL
TILES USED
SILVER WOOD LIGHT MATT 12X24

The AER is a breath of fresh air, a
stunning project linking you to all that is
St. Petersburg. It places you in walking
distance to your favorite spots: The Dali
Museum, The Mahaffey Theatre, the
Al Lang Stadium, the Museum of Fine
Arts, The Vinoy Renaissance Resort &
Golf Club, and the North Shore Park-to name a few. It also places you within
minutes from everything you need, like
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the Tampa International Airport, the St.
Pete/Clearwater International Airport, or
Interstate I-275. AER is at the heart of the
city’s most desirable destination.
With amazing, picturesque heights, the AER
gives you a luxurious experience of citylife. It has 18 stories of lavish amenities: a
coffee bar and mobile lounge, a martini
bar, a relaxing library and fireplace, a

rooftop Infinity Edge pool, and a sunken
spa. Everything is within your reach at AER,
whether it’s upscale shopping and dining,
arts and sports, daily conveniences and
interstate access--it’s all waiting for you.

F I N D I N G N AT U R E I N B R I C K E L L
Le Parc at Brickell, FL
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There’s no place like Le Parc. It sits in the urban landscape of Miami, an exuberant landscape of high rises and
active dwellers, completely enveloped in a different atmosphere at a special location with unobstructed views
of Simpson Park. The 12-story building has 128 residences, and spaces available include studios, one-bedroom,
two-bedroom, three-bedroom and nine expansive townhomes.

PROJECT NAME
LE PARC

On the inside, it’s a chic and contemporary downtown residence, with smart, elegant design influences by Ligne
Roset. It offers the option a a business center for office spaces in this vibrant Brickell location. Amenities include
on-site storage, a clubroom, and a kids’ room for extra play areas. The location has the advantage of easy walking
access to the Metrorail, making sure you are always connected to the rest of the city.

PROJECT LOCATION
BRICKELL MIAMI, FL

Outside, the Le Parc shows a different side to city living. With a pool, a summer kitchen, a rooftop whirlpool and
sky lounge, spacious glass-lined balconies and courtyards, and eight acres of nature trails at Simpson Park, you
are never far from nature. The Biscayne Bay sea walk is only three blocks away, offering a sustainable, active
lifestyle in the middle of an urban center, a new era in Brickell living.
- 23 -

DEVELOPER
ALTA DEVELOPERS

TILES USED
DUBLIN BIANCO 8X36
DUBLIN DARK 8X36

A LUXURY RESIDENCE
AT C O R A L G A B L E S
The Mile at Coral Gables
The Mile at Coral Gables offers the elegance of Coral Gables in stylish, luxury residences. The project features 11 floors of apartments,
as well as 2 penthouse levels, with floor plans of 1-, 2-, and 3-bedroom units. Amenities include a plunge pool, a wide and expansive
sundeck, a fitness studio cantilevered over the streets below, and a work and social lounge for entertainment.
Situated just steps from Miracle Mile, residents can enjoy everything the neighborhood has to offer--and it’s all conveniently close.
It’s easy to get lost in the magic of the environment, with Miami staples like Flanigan’s Seafood Bar & Grill, Graziano’s in the Gables,
and Sergio’s Restaurant, as well as popular attractions like Coral Gate Park, The Barnacle Historic State Park, and Venetian Pool.
Residents of The Mile are advantageously positioned at the center of the best recreational, cultural, and commercial entertainment.
PROJECT NAME
THE MILE

PROJECT LOCATION
CORAL GABLES, FL

DEVELOPER
THE MONOGRAM APARTMENT COLLECTION

TILES USED
CEMENTI LIGHT 12X24
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D O W N TO W N D O R A L : A C I T Y C E N T E R
FOR A THRIVING URBANSCAPE
5300 Paseo in Doral, FL
The 5300 Paseo, a second condo tower in Downtown Doral’s mixed-use development, has been sold out--and for good reason. The
project leaves no detail unpolished. After the completion of 5252 Paseo, a 203-unit 20-story tower at Downtown Doral, the next
tower has a legacy to uphold. The building has 219 residences designed by Sieger Suarez, the distinguished architectural firm. Its
amenities include convenient access to the Paseo park, a children’s playroom, a zero entry pool, and a yoga room. The structure
offers a wide, spacious lobby, a 24-hour lobby attendant. exclusive residence parking, electric car charging stations, as well as a
porte-cochère entry with valet service. All this, marked by the beauty of Adriana Hoyos’ impressive interior designs, detailing every
single inch of the lobby, corridors, and common areas, catering to elegance and comfort.
PROJECT NAME
5300 PASEO
DEVELOPER
CODINA PARTNERS, LLC
PROJECT LOCATION
DORAL, FL

TILES USED
WHITE JADE 24X24
PEARL RIVER 24X24 / 12X24
ANDORRA GRIS MATT 24X24
MURANO BIANCO MOSAIC
MURANO SIBERIA MOSAIC
LIMESTONE BIANCO MATT 12X24

Spaces sold include one-, two- and threebedroom residences, up to 1,455 square
feet, as well as penthouse residences up
to 1,927 square feet. These apartments
feature up to 10 square feet of private
terraces, with limitless views of the golf
course and Paseo Doral.
The tower is part of a much larger project,
Downtown Doral, a 250-acre planned
community designed to construct a city
hall, a charter school, townhomes, and
eight condo towers. In its future, the
project will develop a total of 70 retail
stores and restaurants; over 1 million
square feet of commercial space; 400,000
square feet of office space, and 2,840
residential units.
Downtown Doral has all the fittings to
become the community’s city center--a
place of business and community, drawing
neighbors into the Main Street storefronts,
and on inviting walks along avenues
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of local shops, boutiques, and five-star
restaurants.It’s a space where children can
walk to the finest neighborhood school. It’s
also a space that can successfully cultivate
a connection between employees of
corporations and lawmakers, against the
backdrop of a new Doral Government
Center. It’s bound to bring commerce,
tourism, and community together in one
thriving metropolitan urbanscape.

WAT E R F R O N T L I V I N G , U P S C A L E C O M F O R T
Iris on The Bay in Miami Beach, FL
The Iris on The Bay is a special residence, located at Normandy Isles, an exclusive waterfront neighborhood in the City of Miami Beach.
With just 43 four-story townhomes available in eight different floor plans, the Iris maintains a sense of privacy and retreat. It boasts lifestyle
amenities like lush, tropical landscaping, a Bayfront swimming pool, and 12 boat slips (up to 47 feet).
Designed with families in mind, the townhomes come with generous balconies, rooftop terraces, private elevators in every residence, twocar garages with optional lifts to accommodate up to four cars, open-concept floor plans to maximize light and views, and wide balconies
overlooking Miami Beach, the bay, and golf course. Additionally, residents have the benefit of a spacious community, not cluttered and
tightly packed, but free and open.
This development is part of a thriving commercial district that caters to the area’s high-end condominiums and townhouses with bistros,
banks, offices, gas stations, and the established tradition of a weekend farmers market in the plaza. The location at Normandy Isles bring
residents a comforting sense of community, with an 18-hole golf course, tennis courts, children’s playgrounds, swimming pools, basketball
courts, and Miami Beach--a short distance away.
PROJECT NAME
IRIS ON THE BAY
DEVELOPER
THE SPEAR GROUP
PROJECT LOCATION
MIAMI BEACH, FL

TILES USED
WHITE JADE 24X24
URBAN COLLECTION
MURANO SIBERIA
AKIRA METAL
NEWPORT BEIGE
CEMENTI LIGHT / DARK 12X12
DUBLIN DARK 8X36
DUBLIN BIANCO 8X36
PEARL RIVER 24X24
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AMAZONIA PERLA 24X24
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D A Z Z L E Y O U R D AY S
THE RITZ-CARLTON, SOUTH BEACH
South Beach is a place of Miami landmarks--and the Ritz-Carlton is one of these treasures. Enjoyed
by generations of locals and visitors alike, and restored to its original magic, this 1953 Morris Lapidus
design sits at a prime location within walking distance to Miami’s Ocean Drive, Lincoln Road and South
Beach nightlife. It features 375 luxurious guest rooms, including two poolside lanai wings in the style
of iconic Miami Beach, more than 20,000 total square feet of meeting and conference facilities, and a
16,000-square-foot Ritz-Carlton Spa.
There’s much to enjoy: the afternoon view from a palm-shaded terrace, handcrafted cocktails from an
ocean-front lounge, the relaxing rhythm of an incredible massage. The Ritz-Carlton, South Beach is
just steps from Lincoln Road, a luxury hotel that delivers the perfect South Beach dream.
PROJECT NAME
THE RITZ-CARLTON SOUTH BEACH
ARCHITECT
MORRIS LAPIDUS
PROJECT LOCATION
MIAMI BEACH, FL
TILES USED
STATUARIO VENATO MARBLE 12X12
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A P E A C E F U L M I D - B E A C H PA R A D I S E
Beach House in Miami Beach, FL
This project is nestled in the lively community of Mid-Beach, enveloped by greenery, marinas, sustainable architecture, restaurants,
shops, and public art. 6080 Collins offers 70 Turnkey hotel residences of resort-style luxury and hotel, housekeeping, and beachside
services without distracting from the comforts of home. Located in a prime beach location, it sports a rooftop pool, a fitness facility,
valet parking, deep private balconies, and wrap-around terraces.
It’s conveniently situated--and not just for the stunning ocean views. Iit leaves residents close e to Miami and Ft. Lauderdale
International Airports, the I-95, South Beach, Bal Harbor, and Aventura. The project was designed to provide a peaceful retreat
within minutes from adventure and essential locations.
PROJECT NAME
BEACH HOUSE
DEVELOPER
DOMUS GROUP
PROJECT LOCATION
MIAMI BEACH, FL

TILES USED
ANDORRA GRIS STRUCTURE 12X24
WALL BIANCO 12X24
METRO BIANCO 3X6
MURANO POLAR
PARKGRIGIO 24X48
CENTRAL GRIGIO 24X48
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G R A N D E U R AT
THE BEACH
The Grand Beach Hotel
The Grand Beach Hotel is a modern
paradise. The project developed 430
rooms of contemporary decadence. With
recreational amenities like three outdoor
swimming pools, four spa tubs, and a 24hour fitness center, it’s impossible not to
relax and enjoy the wonder of Miami living.
This 4-star hotel also offers a perfect spot
for business trips, featuring a 24-hour
business center, express check-out, and
dry cleaning/laundry services. Guests can
enjoy meals at the hotel’s restaurant, which
provides 24-hour room service, or relax
with a refreshing drink from the poolside
bar. In close proximity, the Grand Beach
Hotel has the Lincoln Road Mall, as well
as the Mount Sinai Medical Center, Miami
Beach Golf Club and Miami City Ballet.

PROJECT NAME
THE GRAND BEACH HOTEL
DEVELOPER
MB DEVELOPER
PROJECT LOCATION
BAY HARBOUR, FL
TILES USED
PLATINUM WHITE MARBLE 48X48
MONTANA MAPLE 8X45
URBAN WHITE 12X24
ANDORRA GRIS STRUCTURE 12X24
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P R I VA C Y I N
CONTEMPORARY MIAMI
ABAE Hotel in Miami Beach, FL
The ABAE HOTEL is everything you could want from a Miami Beach experience, a private luxury.
The hotel is near to all the popular sites. Alton Road is steps from the front door. Ocean Drive is
less than a mile away. The Lincoln Road Mall is just a few blocks to the north. By foot, bike, bus,
trolley or car service, guests can reach world-class museums, boutiques, restaurants, theaters,
parks, arenas and bars. At the center of West Avenue, ABAE HOTEL boasts 45 one-bedroom
suites and penthouse suites with stunning, stylish interiors, and striking views of Miami’s
famous skyline
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PROJECT NAME
THE ABAE HOTEL
DEVELOPER
ESKAPE COLLECTION
PROJECT LOCATION
MIAMI BEACH, FL
TILES USED
PARK GRIGIO 24X48
EQUILIBRIO BLACK TIE 8X8
CENTRAL GRIGIO 24X48
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W H AT ’ S
NEXT FOR
AV E N T U R A ?
Aloft Hotel in Aventura, FL
The Aloft Hotel is a special project at 2900
N.E. 207th Street, designed by Zyscovich
Architects, and developed on Aventura
ParkSquare’s 7.5-acre site. With 207
rooms, the hotel also boasts the benefits
of the large-scale project: 55,000 square
feet of retail and restaurant space, 131
condo units, a 100,000-square-foot office
- 38 -

building with outdoor event space, and
a 45,000-square-foot medical wellness
center. Some amenities within the complex
are set to include restaurants such as
Icebox Cafe, a Barry’s Bootcamp, outdoor
green spaces, and greenmonkey yoga. It’s
a health-oriented development, featuring
extra-wide sidewalks for easy walking
accessibility, open staircases, and the
elimination of street curbs--just minutes
from Aventura Mall and Gulfstream Park.
Aloft Hotel offers point of access, close
in proximity to Biscayne Boulevard and
I-95, that makes it easy to travel the rest of
Miami and Fort Lauderdale.
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PROJECT NAME
ALOFT HOTEL AVENTURA
DEVELOPER
NORWICH PARTNERS
PROJECT LOCATION
AVENTURA, FL
TILES USED
SIERRA GRIS 12X24
GENEVA BIANCO 6X36
NORWOOD BIANCO 8X48
BROOKLYN LIGHT 24X24
MERCADO CENIZA 24X24
ANDORRA BEIGE 24X24

C A R I B B E A N H I D E AWAY

PROJECT NAME
ROYALTON RESORTS

Royalton Resorts in Jamaica

DEVELOPER
ROYALTON LUXURY RESORTS

Royalton Resorts blends Jamaica’s unique culture with the luxurious experience of top
quality service--and the extraordinary views of this Caribbean hideaway, the charming
flair and flavor of local shops, and the pristine sands of the island.
It’s the perfect place to relax and unwind, and enjoy all the hotel has to offer: international
cuisine in s in buffet style or a la carte dining venues, on-site bars and cafés, and access to
the Royalton Spa, a splendid full-service wellness facility.
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PROJECT LOCATION
JAMAICA
TILES USED
ATLAS BIANCO 12X24
OSHAWA NOCE MOSAIC
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PROJECT NAME
SERENITY HOUSE

TILES USED
CENTRAL GRIGIO 24X48
EQUILIBRIO VALENCIA 8X8
INTRICATO SORIA II 8X8
EQUILIBRIO BLACK TIE

DEVELOPER
DRL MODERN DESIGN
PROJECT LOCATION
MIAMI, FL
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A COMMUNITY FOR
C O N T E M P O R A R Y FA M I L I E S
Casabianca in Miami, FL
A planned single-family home community, Casa Bianca blends all the luxury of Miami’s Upper Eastside with contemporary comfort. The
project, comprised of eighteen homes, will become the city’s newest and most desirable address. Bound for success, this community
has been carefully designed. The new homes will be nestled into the lush landscape, surrounded by a refreshing pool and native fauna,
and the architecture--a near seamless transition from Floridian paradise to modern comfort. The structure and design pay homage
to the decadence of classical structures, taking an almost sculptural form. It’s a Romantic twist on a design of modern convenience, a
home that is as functional as it is comfortable, and which caters to the diverse backgrounds and lifestyles of residents and visitors alike,
an icon of Miami luxury.

PROJECT NAME
CASA BIANCA
DEVELOPER
PALMCORP DEVELOPMENT GROUP
PROJECT LOCATION
MIAMI, FL
TILES USED
MONTANA ASH 8X48
MONTANA WALNUT 8X48
MERCADO CENIZA 24X24
WALL BIANCO 12X24
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FOR
FA M I L I E S ,
ELEGANT
HOMES
SOMI Estates in Miami, FL

The SOMI Estates offer a tropical oasis.
Nestled in South Miami, the development
will feature four beautiful home models
with details and elements derived from
historic Floridian architecture. Each fivebedroom two-story model will feature
open floor plans, large kitchens, a two-car
garage, and covered terraces. These are
abodes at the heart of high-end living.
This exceptional gated community is set
to be located in South Miami, near an

array of world-class restaurants, shopping
venues, and amazing public and private
schools. It’s only 30 minutes from Miami
international Airport, Downtown Miami,
Brickell, the Design District, and many
other popular destinations. Proximity to
attractions like the Miami Seaquarium,
Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden, Parrot
Jungle Island, Vizcaya Museum and
Gardens, Perez Art Museum Miami, and
the Wynwood Art District, makes it the
perfect home for large families.

PROJECT NAME
SOMI ESTATES
DEVELOPER
PALMCORP DEVELOPMENT GROUP
PROJECT LOCATION
MIAMI, FL
TILES USED
WHITE JADE 24X24
MONTANA WALNUT 8X45
MONTANA ASH 8X45
WALL BIANCO 12X24
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C L O S E TO T H E N I G H T L I F E , N E A R TO
THE COMFORT
Bayview Village Townhomes in Miami, FL
Bayview Village creates is a quiet surprise from the typical rush of Miami life. From the nearby beaches to the boutique shopping at
Galleria Mall to the sumptuous restaurants, it’s surrounded by the life and color of South Florida. With downtown Ft. Lauderdale’s Las
Olas nearby , residents don’t need to go far to enjoy the zest of Florida’s nightlife. It’s just minutes away, so they don’t have to deal with
the noise of the downtown area. Instead, they can enjoy the serenity of coming home to Bayview Village.
These townhomes are designed with all of today’s modern amenities, and South Florida essentials: two-story living areas, a sundeck
for enjoying outdoor grilling, a two-car garage, open-floor plans, high ceilings, marble and Italian porcelain flooring, and natural light
filtering through plenty of windows and sliding doors.
PROJECT NAME
BAYVIEW VILLAGE TOWNHOMES

TILES USED
MERCADO NOCE 24X24
MERCADO GRIGIO 24X24

DEVELOPER
GROUP P6
PROJECT LOCATION
MIAMI, FL
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E S PA Ñ O L A
WAY C O M E S
ALIVES
Tapas y Tintos in Miami Beach, FL

The original Tapas & Tintos still holds
ground as one of the most popular spots
catering to locals as well as the heavy
tourist traffic on Española Way. This
charming barcito serves giant pitchers of
homemade sangria and offers an immense
menu of small plates that capitalize on
traditional Spanish flavors. A tasty trio of
croquetas includes spinach, potato, and
a wonderfully salty cod version. Meaty
boquerones are plentiful on the plate -- no
skinny white anchovies here. From squid

to mussels to scallops, get your seafood
double-stuffed with a creamy mix of more
seafood that is baked until bubbly and
golden.

PROJECT NAME
TAPAS Y TINTOS
DEVELOPER
BUSINESS ISLAND
PROJECT LOCATION
MIAM BEACHI, FL
TILES USED
MERCADO NOCE 32X32
VICTORIAN GOTHIC 8X8
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ORIGINAL
I TA L I A N
SEAFOOD
Mercato della Pescheria in Las
Vegas, NV
The Mercato della Pescheria offers,
undoubtedly, the freshest seafood and
Italian cuisine in Las Vegas. It’s all prepared
for you in an open kitchen: regional fish
selections flown in fresh from the waters of
California, Mexico, the U.S. East Coast, and
beyond, imported cheeses, house-made
pastas, seasonal vegetables, salads, and
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Roman-style pizzas. Savor an Italian feast,
cooked on coal-fired stoves, and seasoned
with the finest Italian ingredients.
The establishment features a comfortable
lounge, perfect for enjoying an authentic
Italian drink, espresso, or gelato. The
gorgeous indoor dining room is equally
perfect for enjoying an an authentic Italian
pizza, served straight from a wood-fired
oven on the patio overlooking St. Mark’s
Square. It’s a sensory experience that
transports you to the Italian coast.
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PROJECT NAME
MERCATO DELLA PESCHERIA
PROJECT LOCATION
LAS VEGAS, NV
TILES USED
EQUILIBRIO DIMENSION 8X8
EQUILIBRIO INTRINSIC 8X8

Ker Gallery Art Projects proudly presents MEMORY / TIME + PLACE - an exploration
into the rich and complex relationship between time, place and memory.

Memories are connected to our generational experiences and our mutual cultural identities; however,
the manner in which we each remember is fluid and decisively unique to our individual personalities.

MEMORY / TIME + PLACE embodies the essence of memory through images and objects
created by twelve contemporary artists working in photography, painting, printmaking,
sculpture, video, and performance. The significance of TIME is palpable in works attempting
to preserve fleeting moments, recounting immigrant journeys, and the lingering emotions of
relationships past. PLACE becomes evident in images of home, fading natural landscapes and
the documentation of vanishing neighborhoods.
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MEMORY/
TIME+PLACE
A word from the curator, Christopher
Rodriguez Barake:
At the turn of the 20th century, the arrival
of Modernism ushered in new modes of
thinking – in particular, the rethinking of
traditional approaches to art, design and
architecture. Enter the Bauhaus movement
– a combination of art and industry
eloquently blending industrial materials
with sophisticated design and artistry.
The everyday became elegant, beautiful,
while still efficient and accessible. Today,
the same principles that inspired creatives
and industrialists at the turn of the 20th
century continue to drive innovations and
collaborations between art and industry
of the 21st century. This same spirit of
collaborative output is fostered by KerTiles
in their support and inclusion of the arts
through their unique exhibition space - Ker
Gallery.

Eddie Arroyo
250 NW 24th Street
Miami FL 33127

Ronald Sanchez
bstacle One
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As part of the Art Industry MovementDoral, Kertiles and Ker Gallery are helping
energize the surrounding district with
exhibitions featuring artists at every level
of their career. Visitors to Ker Gallery are
treated to works by students and faculty
from Florida International University’s Art
+ Art History Department, local emerging
talent, as well as established artists from
across the globe. This diverse range of
creatives coming together, allows Ker
Gallery to function as an incubator for
ideas, experimentation, and collaboration
centered on art and industry.

Eddie Arroyo
250 NW 24th Street
Miami FL 33127
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Christopher Rodriguez Barake/Curator

Krystal Rodriguez
Purity of Heart

Jose Luis Garcia
Untitled (Bleed Series)

Johanna Altamirano
Ordinary Stranger

Jason Anthony Aponte
Reflected Nude

Michael Gray
Flux
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